Popoli tutti acclamate
(Shout to the Lord)
"A te si prostri tutta la terra, a te canti inni, al tuo nome" (Sal 66,4)
Darlene Zschech

\( \text{\texttt{\footnotesize j = 76}} \)

\begin{align*}
&1. \quad \text{La} \quad \text{Mi} \quad \text{Fa}\# \quad \text{Mi} \quad \text{Re} \\
&2. \quad \text{La/do} \# \quad \text{Re} \quad \text{La/mi} \quad \text{Fa}\# \quad \text{Sol} \quad \text{Re/fa}\# \quad \text{Mi4} \quad \text{Mi} \quad \text{Re/mi} \quad \text{La} \\
&3. \quad \text{Mi} \quad \text{Fa}\# \quad \text{Mi} \quad \text{Re} \quad \text{La/Do} \# \quad \text{Re} \quad \text{La/mi} \\
&4. \quad \text{Fa}\# \quad \text{Sol} \quad \text{Re/fa}\# \quad \text{Mi4} \quad \text{Mi} \quad \text{La} \quad \text{Fa}\# \\
&\text{Ultima volta} \\
&\text{Canone} \\
&Mio Di-o, \quad Si-gno-re, \quad nul-la è pa-ri a-te \quad O-ra e per sem-
\end{align*}
Core ingredients: